
One thing that is for certain, and we spend a lot of time talking about it, is

that our industry is changing. And that speed of change is only

accelerating.   2019 has seen two of the biggest media mergers in history,

with profound impacts for our industry as we move towards fewer bigger

players.    Linear channel closures have increased in 2019 and there is a

rationalisation by both the platform operators and the content providers

of what services are worth investing in. And of course there are casualties.

Consolidations mean job losses, and even where there is no consolidation,

we are seeing down-sizing.

 

As an industry we are between two business cycles. We have seen a

glorious period of linear television come to maturity, and we now looking

to create success in a new environment, with new technological options

and changing consumer behaviour. It is not easy to straddle this change

and the new wave is not yet big enough in Asia for anyone to be making

significant profits from it. 
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Q :  H O W  D O  Y O U  P R O N O U N C E  A V I A ?

So we have a choice.    We can either be

introspective and take an every man for himself

attitude, or we can work together as one industry

to craft a stronger future for all.   That is what the

Asia Video Industry Association exists to do.    We

believe that we need to unite to build the

future.    We believe the future can and will be

bright.    We believe we have huge common

interest. 

  

I have no doubt that the work we are doing today

is more important and is creating a greater impact

than ever before.    Trying to get the regulatory

framework right, country by country, for the

growth and success of online curated content is

critical.   Get policy  wrong now and the industry

will be affected for a generation.   We have faced

challenges in 2019 but we have also seen an ever-

growing alignment among our members.   And we

need to support all our members, and all parts of

the ecosystem as they chart the role they will play

in the evolving landscape. And we need to fight

for less regulatory impediments on existing

business in light of the world we now live in.

 

W O R K I N G  T O G E T H E R  A S  O N E  I N D U S T R Y

W H A T ' S  C H A N G I N G

AVIA  WELCOMES

OUR  NEW  BOARD

MEMBERS

AGNES  ROZARIO ,

ASTRO

ANNA  PAK

BURDIN ,

DISCOVERY  SEA

2019 has seen real tangible success in the fight

against piracy.   A precedent setting guilty plea in

Singapore from vendors of illicit streaming devices

is historic.    We hope 2020 will see the copyright

amendment act come to pass, which will be

another nail in the coffin of sellers of these illegal

devices.    In Indonesia, we have united the local

stakeholders with the creation of the Video

Coalition of Indonesia and we have seen rolling site

blocks against pirates on a scale never before seen

in Indonesia. And in Malaysia, following a joint

Anti-Piracy Summit with the MCMC at the

beginning of the year, strongly supported by local

industry, we now see a one stop shop for the

blocking of infringing sites working better than

anywhere else in the region.

 

And our events, conferences and committees have

been doing more than ever to provide the insight
to bring our industry together as we discuss the

way forward.  We are particularly excited to now be

focussing on the future role of advertising with a

newly formed Interactive Advertising Committee –

see later article.

 

N E W  A V I A  B O A R D

AVIA is pleased to introduce greater diversity to the Board and

welcomes three new members. They are AGNES ROZARIO, Director,

Content, Astro Malaysia Holdings Bhd, ANNA PAK BURDIN, Vice

President and General Manager, Southeast Asia, Discovery Networks Asia

Pacific, and CLÉMENT SCHWEBIG, Managing Director, WarnerMedia

Entertainment Networks, Southeast Asia, Pacific and China. Board

members who are re-elected for another term are DESMOND S.H.
CHAN, Deputy General Manager (Legal & International Operations),

Television Broadcasts Limited, General Manager, TVBI Company Limited

and AMIT MALHOTRA, Regional Lead, Emerging Markets & Content

Sales and Distribution, The Walt Disney Company South APAC & Middle

East. RICKY OW, President, Turner, Asia Pacific, has decided to step

down. We would like to thank Ricky for his support, commitment and

contributions to AVIA.

In the new year, we will be migrating emails and website to the avia.org

domain that we have finally secured.  Old emails will automatically redirect, as

will the website and while we expect this migration to be smooth, please bear

with us if there are any hiccups.  ICYMI, we have also revamped our website

design and member login process. If you face any access issues, do let us know!

CLÉMENT

SCHWEBIG ,

WARNERMEDIA

A V I A . O R G



John Medeiros
CHIEF  POL ICY  OFF ICER

In the past three months, AVIA has continued to actively engage with

Asian governments across a number of fronts, as well as host our annual

Policy Roundtable on the margins of the Asia Video Summit. This year’s

Policy Roundtable event brought together a mixture of regional regulators

from ten of our key markets and leading industry players to discuss, off the

record, relevant topics such as data privacy and the risk that regulation of

online content services could adversely affect local content production. We

were also delighted to make progress on our advocacy for self-regulation

of the Online Curated Content (OCC) industry, welcoming NBCUniversal
as a new signatory of the ASEAN self-regulatory code during a session at

the Asia Video Summit. 

AVIA:
 

the interlocutor
for the video
industry with
governments
across the region

PO L I C Y  MAT T ER S

Also, on the margins of the Summit, we hosted a “Meet the Regulators”
side meeting with the Taiwanese regulatory body, the National
Communications Commission (NCC). This was a useful opportunity for

our members to discuss both current and future issues with them. 

 Similar to many regulators in the region, the NCC are considering how

best they might, if at all, regulate online curated content. We took the

time to explain the benefits of self-regulation and of a light touch

approach. At their request we have also followed up with a detailed

submission outlining key suggestions which they will evaluate prior to

putting out draft proposals, anticipated in early 2020.   At the same time,

AVIA’s OCC self-regulation project has continued to engage regulators in

two key markets, namely Thailand and the Philippines. 

Sulyna Abdullah, Netflix,  Deepak Jacob, The Walt Disney Company,

Gidon Freeman, NBCUniversal International, John Medeiros, AVIA

Elaine Uy, ABS-CBN



Over in Vietnam the discussions

regarding government proposals to

update Decree 6 (“On the Management,

Provision and Use of Radio and TV

Services”) continue.  The proposed

changes would cause big problems for

future growth of OCC services; they

would require creation of Vietnamese-

controlled joint ventures, pre-censorship

of content, and maintenance of 30%

local content in all OCC libraries.  In

September, AVIA led a delegation of

member companies to Hanoi for

discussions regarding the proposed

changes.  To buttress our arguments

(especially about pre-censorship), AVIA

also commissioned a legal analysis by a

leading Hanoi law firm of reasons why

the Press Law was not applicable to VOD

content. AVIA will continue to make

representations on this decree. 

AVIA also weighed in with regulators in

India. In September we engaged TRAI
on the issue of its New Tariff Order  in
which we raised industry concerns that it

was too early to re-open discussions on

the tariff regime, given that it had so

recently changed, to allow the market

forces to stabilise before attempting to

intervene again in a potentially harmful

way

Also in September, AVIA made a

submission to the US government

regarding Notorious Markets for pirated

products. In it, we made the case to

include Singapore’s Sim Lim square,

which is a regional centre for ISD sales,

along with a number of online

advertising networks which actively

pursue business on piracy sites.

On the international negotiating scene,

the Big Event for 2019 was the ITU’s

World Radiocommunication
Conference (WRC 19), Issues considered

there will affect future development of

the satellite industry – in particular new

services that will help support satellite-

based data services, and buttress 5G

networks, which together will bring

online communications to many

underserved parts of Asia.   

Looking forward to 2020 we are excited

to announce that we’ll be updating our

Thailand and Taiwan “In View” market

reports. We anticipate the Thailand one

will be ready in June, whilst the Taiwan

one will be available later in the year, in

September. And of course, there’ll also

be parallel industry conferences in each

of these places. If you’re interested in

sponsoring either of these reports please

let us know.

AVIA has been active in asking to see

these new services launched in ways that

don’t block C-band frequencies that are

used to bring video programming to

hundreds of millions of Asian consumers.   

At WRC-19, our objective was endorsed

by governments, who excluded the so-

called “standard” C-band spectrum in

Asia from a list of frequencies for future

mobile use.    AVIA delegation to Hanoi, Vietnam



Neil Gane
GENERAL  MANAGER  -  CAP

Recognising you have a problem is the first step in fixing the problem.

Mr. Yousef Al-Obaidly, CEO of BeIN Media Group, recently commented

that “Seemingly, everyone in this industry is asleep at the wheel
and refuses to confront the piracy elephant that’s been in the
room for years.” The surge of IPTV piracy has certainly been a wake-up

call for many in the entertainment industry, who no longer see digital

piracy as merely a cost of doing business. Governments too are waking

up to the reality that the internet is a place that needs law and order

just like the rest of society.  Theft is not tolerated in the physical world

and we are constantly pushing the case that it should not be tolerated

in the digital world either. This message is finally being heard.

 

AVIA:
 

dedicated to
reducing video
theft and
creating a more
sustainable
business
environment for
established as
well as newv
video companies
to innovate and
grow

P I RACY   K I L L S  I N DUS TR Y

 

The piracy of yesteryear co-existed with legitimate services, however the

piracy of today is a direct replacement causing extreme commercial risks

to broadcasters, producers and operators who all have a stake in the

content that they own. Unfortunately online consumers in SE Asia have an

unhealthy appetite for viewing stolen  content . A September YouGov

consumer survey in Indonesia found that 29% of online consumers use
an illicit streaming device (ISD) to access stolen  content such as live

sports channels and premium video-on-demand content and a staggering 

 63% of respondents access piracy streaming websites. In Vietnam 66%  
use an ISD to access stolen content and 61% have accessed piracy
streaming websites. In the Philippines 34% use an ISD to access
pirated content and  two thirds of Filipino online consumers (66%) use
piracy streaming websites. Such concerning statistics are not dissimilar

in other SE Asian countries.

The proliferation of piracy and

especially Illicit Streaming
Devices (ISDs) has seen a huge

impact on legal subscription

services.  There is a hole and it

needs plugging.

Industry efforts to eradicate the unfettered supply of illicit ‘live streams’

has certainly become more challenging. AVIA’s Coalition Against
Piracy has urgently and actively been engaging governments to tackle

this content theft crisis. 



In the Philippines we formed the Video Coalition
of the Philippines (VCOP) whose members

include the two telecommunication companies

Globe and Smart, ABSCBN, Sky Cable, Cignal and

the Philippine Cable and Television Association

(PCTA). Together we are working on a consolidated

agreement on edits/additions to administrative

site blocking provisions to be included within a

new Bill drafted by IPOPHIL which is an Act

amending certain provisions of the current

Copyright Act (Republic Act No 8293).

 

We are also working closely with the Optical
Media Board in taking administrative enforcement

action against ISD retailers at the most egregious

malls in Metro Manila. Such enforcement action

and alignment with the OMB will continue into

2020. 

 

In Indonesia, the Video Coalition of Indonesia
(VCI) now has a broad spectrum of members

from producers and theatrical associations,

telecommunication companies, domestic

terrestrial content creators, OTT players, to pay

TV channels, theatrical exhibition groups, and

film producers. With the APFI, GPBSI (the

Indonesian theatres association) and the Viva

Group now joining the VCI we have a strong and

unified coalition aligned in our anti-piracy

lobbying, media/consumer engagement,

disruption and enforcement strategies.

In Malaysia, following  the  KL Digital Anti-Piracy

Summit  co-hosted  with MCMC and Astro, the

result and related lobbying efforts has been a

much greater focus on piracy issue by the

Malaysian government and a new fast tracked

“one Ministry” administrative site-blocking

process, which we would describe as a “gold

standard” site blocking process. Our support for

the MDTCA’s  site-blocking process is such that

we are referring other governments who have

expressed an interest in site blocking to consider

adopting a similar mechanism. In December, CAP

hosted a days’ digital piracy forensic workshop

with the MDTCA Enforcement Department,

resulting in piracy application domains now being

subject to blocking orders in addition to joint

enforcement initiatives in 2020. 

In a seven month period (June to December) the

VCI has referred over 1,000 streaming websites

(VOD and live sports content) as well as piracy

applications to KOMINFO – all of which have been

blocked. With ‘data and measurement analysis’

being a core component of CAP’s strategies, we

have found that this rolling site blocking initiative 

 has resulted in a 45% reduction in unique visitors

accessing the indoXXi crime groups sites and a

similar percentile reduction would likely apply to

other website groups whose websites have been

continually blocked. This “rolling” site blocking

strategy will continue in 2020 as will ongoing

enforcement initiatives. .

in Singapore, working alongside the IMDA, all IT

Exhibition management companies have  now

instituted a zero tolerance policy on sellers of

ISDs. We are also preparing a first round of

judicial site blocking applications which will be

launched in the new year. In partnership

with  Singtel, we are also hoping to roll out a

separately funded CAP Singapore with its’ own

business plan and dedicated resource.

In Thailand, targeted enforcement remains a

key focus in 2020 . Collaboration with the DSI

against the SakkarinSai8 syndicate had an

impact on over 60 sites throughout Thailand,

however it did not take too long before the void

was filled by a new piracy syndicate. Working

closely with beIN Sports we are currently

pursuing a new target, although the work

overload and ‘waiting list’ of the more than

capable DSI means we may be adopting a new

enforcement / disruption approach this time

round. 

Both the first and last words of this annual wrap up can be given to well-known CEOs . Solutions to

deter and disrupt the egregious levels of online piracy have to be both holistic and collaborative , in

effect a combined effort of everybody vested in the content ecosystem .  

 

In the words of ASTRO ’s Henry Tan “the different partners in the value chain cannot sit back and
let somebody else do what is expected of you”. 
 

 



I N S I GH T  AS I A  

AVIA:
 

Bringing the
industry together  
to shine a light on
trends and
developments
through
conferences,
committees and
reports

AVIA holds conferences, seminars and webinars to bring the industry

together in a non-partisan environment to discuss issues and topics that

matter.  The last few months were extremely busy for the team as we

hosted Malaysia In View in Kuala Lumpur, our annual largest event, the

Asia Video Summit, as well as India Video 360 - Broadcasting, Satellite,

Telecoms, a closed-door roundtable seminar in New Delhi.

The theme of collaboration cut

across all discussions and sessions ,

even when it came to the issue of

regulation . Zulkarnain Mohd Yasin ,

Chief Compliance Officer of the

Malaysian Communications and
Multimedia Commission (MCMC)
shared that a more collaborative

approach and co-creation between

regulators and content creators is

needed in the industry in this 21st

century .

 Another hot discussion topic amongst the industry ’s

key players was the challenge of keeping the Pay TV

ecosystem thriving alongside the new digital economy

as more competitors enter the landscape in an already

crowded marketplace . Director of Content for Astro,
Agnes Rozario , remains fiercely positive , “There is no

denying that TV advertising , even with all the available

digital options , is still the most persuasive .” Added Avi
Himatsinghani, Founder and CEO of Rewind
Networks , “It ’s a new world we live in , and we have to

play it well .”

AVIA welcomed over 150 delegates to our  Malaysia in View

conference on 3 September in Kuala Lumpur , for a full day of sessions

with the best of both local and international players in Malaysia to

discuss the state of the video industry here as it moves into the age of

digital convergence . 

0

AVIA's Louis Boswell with MCMC's Chief

Compliance Officer, Zulkarnain Mohd Yasin

Avi Himatsinghani, - Rewind Networks; Anna Pak Burdin -

Discovery SEA; Agnes Rozario - Astro; Prashant Pathmanaban  

- Digi Telecommunications

Conferences & Events



The Asia Video Summit was held this year for the first time in Singapore this year , at the

Ritz Carlton Millenia , with much success and positive energy . 

Attended by over 530 delegates , featuring more than 100 speakers representing 80

companies across the Asia Pacific region , the Summit covered what were deemed the

most pertinent issues the industry faced today - Business Models, Advertising, News,
Human Capital and Policy. 
 

Common threads ran across the

sessions throughout the summit .

Partnerships were key in all aspects ,

especially in the fight against piracy .

Henry Tan, CEO of Astro ,

emphasized that in order to prevent

pirates from stealing our lunch , a

collaborative approach between

industry and regulators is needed in

addition to consumer awareness .

 

Monetisation and Innovation were also the major

topics of debate , especially in the world of online

streaming video . Netflix continues with a pure

subscription model while Janice Lee, MD of PCCW
Media Group said Viu revenues were today evenly split

between advertising and subscription in their

freemium model , but she believed subscription would

be the more important of the two in the future .

I N S I GH T  AS I A  

AVIA's GM of CAP, Neil Gane, with Henry Tan, CEO, Astro

Janice Lee, MD, PCCW Media Group with Cathy Yang, ABS

CBN

 
 

Another first at the Summit this year was the Tech Innovation Stream which saw full-house

attendance . The themes on flexibility , enhancing the video experience for viewers and user

engagement were reiterated in multiple discussions , with organisations recognising the importance of

delivering a unique and outstanding experience to consumers .

 

Overall , the industry remains positive that there are plenty of growth opportunities in the Asian market

despite fragmentation and consolidation . More collaboration is what matters to succeed in 2020 and

beyond .



Together with CMS, AVIA also hosted a lively evening of conversation, cocktails and canapes with a

panel discussion, "A Seat at the Table - Gender Diversity in the Media Industry." Our speakers

included Laura Byrnes, BBC, Magdalene Ng, BeIN, Angeline Poh, Mediacorp and Keemin Ngiam,

Netflix, 

On December 12 in Delhi, AVIA  held India
Video 360 - Broadcasting, Satellite and
Telecoms, It was a closed door roundtable

forum for members of our association, 

 regulators, and the broader broadcast

industry. In attendance were some of India's

most senior officials and leaders from Media

and Entertainment. A series of doorknocks

were also held with various ministries

including TRAI, Ministry of Information and

Broadcasting (MIB) and the Department of

Telecommunications (DoT) .
Dr. R.S. Sharma, Chairman TRAI, Shri Atul Kumar Tiwari,

Additional Secretary, MIB, Louis Boswell, AVIA

Interactive Advertising Committee

With only two main ways to monetise video, subscription and advertising, we see the industry struggling

to make the latter model work as well as it should.  The CPMs for premium long form content is the same

as for cat videos today.  We need to work together as an industry to create and sell the concept of premium

online video content. The next meeting is open to all - details below.

D E L H I  D O O R K N O C K S  &  D E B A T E

Premium Rates - Advertising rates for premium video publishers can be significantly higher than video

rates on services that are not brand safe, do not have viewability metrics, and do not have primary data to

share with advertisers.  Can we quantify this uplift in revenue, and push it higher?

     

Measurably Premium - It is clear that premium online video businesses need to understand the steps to

take to ensure their service platforms are measurably premium. How do we do it?

       

Collective Strength - While premium online video businesses have a great environment it is difficult to

compete with the social platforms on reach.  What are the ways our industry can fight collectively for

increased advertising dollars?

J A N U A R Y  9 T H  T H U R S D A Y  -  4 P M  
 
T H E T R A D E D E S K
1 0  C O L L Y E R  Q U A Y ,  L E V E L  2 5 ,
U N I T  0 6 ,  S I N G A P O R E  0 4 9 3 1 5 R S V P : B O N N I E @ A S I A V I A . O R G



The Committee structure of for members to gather

around specific industry issues and it  gives everyone a

voice on the subject .   

 

Contact Us:

 

Reports:

 

New Members:

AVIA is only as strong as its members.  We want to appeal to all parts of the video ecosystem

and we are delighted that in the last quarter we have been joined by the following companies:

 

Upcoming Events :

We want to hear from you.  Please get in touch and let us know what you think:

P O L I C Y

P I R A C Y

I N S I G H T  &  M A R C O M S

M E M B E R S H I P  &  S P E A K I N G  O P P O R T U N I T I E S

E V E N T S   &  S P O N S O R S H I P

E V E R Y T H I N G  E L S E

C L A R E @ A S I A V I A . O R G   

N E I L @ A S I A V I A . O R G  

C H A R M A I N E @ A S I A V I A . O R G

J A I M E @ A S I A V I A . O R G

A D E L A @ A S I A V I A . O R G

L O U I S @ A S I A V I A . O R G

A D D R E S S E S :  2 0 / F  L E I G H T O N  C E N T R E , 7 7  L E I G H T O N  R O A D ,  C A U S E W A Y  B A Y ,   H O N G  K O N G

                  5 0 0 8  A N G  M O  K I O  A V E  5 , # 0 4 - 0 9  T E C H P L A C E  I I ,  S I N G A P O R E  5 6 9 8 7 4

Save the dates for our upcoming conferences for

2020 :

 

OTT Summit                        5 - 6 March Singapore

Anti-Piracy Summit            6 March Singapore 

Future of Video in India     8 April Mumbai 

Satellite Industry Forum    8 June Singapore 

Thailand in View                 30 June Bangkok

Taiwan in View                    10 September Taipei

Asia Video Summit              2 - 4 November

India Video 360                    10 December Delhi

 

 

As part of both Malaysia in View and

the Asia Video Summit , AVIA released

our full report for Malaysia in View
as well as the Asia Video Industry
Report 2020.
 

Please register at our website for a

copy of the reports .


